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Show Notes

In this Episode:
•

Kami reflects on work she’s done with her clients this past year after mid-year check ins

•

The importance of growing our businesses at the right pace in alignment with our personal
growth

•

Tips on expediating your growth by creating space for clarity, consistency, and courage

•

How to get clear on your mission and vision

•

Why it’s essential to build a business you love with the right work life balance

•

Kami shares why it’s crucial to reclaim your truest self by doing soul work

•

Why building a business takes consistency

•

The importance of courage and pushing yourself outside your comfort zone

Notable Quotes:
“I believe that we grow our businesses at exactly the right pace, in alignment with our personal
growth, our clarity, our consistency and our courage. The big stretches we make have a magical
way to dance together these elements… keeping them in just the right equilibrium.”
-Kami Guildner
“Clarity in vision also includes building a business we love.” -Kami Guildner
“When I look at the successes my clients and so many of the women I know are having, not only
do they have clarity in vision, they also have clarity in voice – They are reclaiming their truest
self of who they are. It’s soul work, its wisdom infused.” -Kami Guildner
“Building a business takes consistency. Over extended periods of time”. -Kami Guildner

“Consistency in how we are visible… because if our ideals clients can find us… don’t even know
we exist, then how can they hire us!” -Kami Guildner
“Courage is so much easier when there is community to cheer you on… where there is
community to help you develop the skills to step into new level.” -Kami Guildner

Resources:
Kami Guildner – Storyteller, connector, and coach for Women - Helping extraordinary
women raise up their voice, visibility, and business.
Website: https://www.kamiguildner.com/
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/kamiguildnercoaching/
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/kamiguildner/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/KamiGuildner
LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/kamiguildner/
Apply for a complimentary coaching session with Kami:
https://www.kamiguildner.com/apply/

Join the Extraordinary Women Connect Facebook group facilitated by Kami
Guildner: https://www.facebook.com/groups/1386664118079263/
The Extraordinary Women Connect Facebook group is a place for powerful connections and
collaborations. It is a place to learn how to #RaiseUP your voice, your visibility and grow your
business to that next level. It is a place to be inspired, uplifted and fired up for action. It is a
place to lean in, ask for support and celebrate one another. Because together, we’re better!

Attend the Extraordinary Women Ignite Conference LIVE in Golden, Colorado
November 10-12. No more holding back! Spark connections and fire up inspiration, as we
dance through the portal into a brand new world—raising up our voices, vision, and visibility as
women called to LEAD during this extraordinary time.

Link to this show: https://www.kamiguildner.com/ewr-kami-guildner-264/

#ExtraordinaryWomen #podcast #WomenRising #RaiseUp
Tag Kami on Facebook @KamiGuildner, Twitter @KamiGuildner, Instagram
@KamiGuildner and LinkedIn @KamiGuildner

